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G.

neuvcrs. lJnder this experiment, I’OPEX Autonomous Maneuver Experiment (TAME),
JPI. will develop and test on-board software to autonomously plan constraint free attitude
maneuvers and execute an Orbital Maintenance Maneuver (OMM). The planning software along with the required dntabasc will reside cm an existing satellite sensor processor
subsystem. The database includes satellite and orbit parameters as well as the mission
constraints. lJpon receiving an OMM request, the planner software will design an attitude maneuver plan, which is free of constrairlts. A sequence of commands will then be
generated which include this plan and other necessary colnrnands to correctly reconfigure
the satellite. The generated command sec]uence will then bc t]ansfcrrcd to the T/P main
processor (OBC) for implementation.
This technology demonstration will provide data to perform cost/benefits analysis to determine the proper trades between flight- and ground-based .sIjacccraft mission operation.
It will also provide approaches for the ]~ew pal adigms in system architecture, ground
commanding and test ancl verification that will be necessary for highly autonomous
event-driven controls.
TOPEX MISSION
The TOPIIX/Poseidon Satellite, hereafter referred to as ‘1’01’l+X (Ocean Topology Experiment) was launched on August 10, 1992, from the KOUIOU Space Center in Wench
Guyana. The satellite was launched into :i nolninal cireul:ir olbiL with an altituclc of 1336
Km and an inclination of 66 degrees. The TOPIX is a rcmo[e sensing mission with the
primary science objective of providing sca surface altilnctcry from space.
TOPEX/Poseidon program is jointly sponsored by ‘l’he National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and Centrc National d’Etudes Spatialcs (CNES). This joint
The
U. S.&”rench mission ccmlbine.s each countries’ space ocean research missions.
TOPEX mission is managed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) for the NASA office
of Space Sciences Application. JF’I,, is also res~~onsiblc for the day to day operation of
the satellite. The Poseidon is managed by the Toulouse Space I-,aboratory for CNES.
TOPEX was slated for a prime mission of three years, which was completed in September 1995. A three years’ extension to the mission has bectl allprovecl by NASA.
The primary science objective. of the, TOI’13X satellite is to plovide highly accurate measurements of the sea surface elevation ot’cr all of the ocean basins. The primary science
requirement is to provide g,eoccntl’ic measurement of the. global ocean sea level accurate
to 14 cm with a precision of 2.4 cm along track. ~’hcse. requirements necessitated a frozen orbit that provides a fixed ground track every 10 sidmcal days (127 orbits)2. 1’o
maintain the frozen orbit, the satellite occasionally pmforn Is SIIM1l burns referred to as
Orbit Maintenance Maneuver (OMM). It is the objective of ‘1AM] i to develop the software that provides the capability fol on-board planning and execution of an OMM.

Orbit Maintenance Maneuver (OMM) execution is a multi-discipline activity. The need
to pcrforjn a correction is first dctcl mined by the mission navip,ation function. The navi -

--

2

gation function includes orbit determination, orbit control ancl orbit propagation. The
navigation function will calculate the required AV then reclucsts an implementation plan
from the mission operations team, The. implenlentation activity is then converted to a
sequence of low-level satellite comn~ands that will be uploaded to the satellite for execution. Currently, all of these func[ioris are performed on the ground. Figure 1 summarizes the current TOPEX maneuver implementation activity.
In the autonomous approach all activities are performed on-board without ground intervention. This level of autonon]y was deemed as inappropriate. for TAME. TOPEX onboard computers, the OBC and the 1750A, simply do not have sufficient unused capacity
to support total autonomy, Additionally, safety considerations required a step-by-step
implementation of the autonomy. Therefore.
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On-Iloard Computer
The TOPEX On-Board Computer (OBC) is part of the Comnland & Data Handling Subsystem (C&DH). The 013C is cmmprisecl of thrc.e key elements, the Central Processing
Module (CPM), Core Memory Unit (CMU) and the STancLIId INl”erface (STINT). The
CPM consists of a NASA Stalidard Spacecraft Computer (NSSC- 1). The NSSC- 1 is an
18-bit fixed point CPU running on a 1.8MH7, clock. q’hc CA41-J consists of 64K words
(18-bit word), which are divided into 164K banks. The S’I’IN’l’ provides the serial interface between the CPM and the Central lJnit (C(J). The CU performs all the spacecraft
command & telemetry routing and properly formats the 1 Kbps & 16Kbps telemetry
stream to be sent to the ground.
Each spacecraft subsystem is connected with the Multiplexed Ilata Bus (MD13) via a Remote Interface ~Jnit (RI U). When a command is received by the CLJ, it routes the command to the proper subsystem based upon an RI [J number and a channel number. The
same process occurs whether the command is sent from the g,r ounci or by the OBC. The
OBC is capable of processin~ comrnarids from the grouncl and send commands in real
time from a timecl stored sequence. Also the OBC has access to both the 1 & 16Kbps telemetry stream streams.
The OK flight software (FSW) performs all of the majc)r attitucle control and fault detection as well as other misce.llancous command and telem]ctl-y functions. The FSW is
divided into separate tasks which run at spccifjc times and for specific intervals based
upon a schecluler. All the 1/() and main operating systeln functions are performed by the
Executive which runs every 641nsec, The other t:isks run at a slower intervals of 256, 512
or 1024 msec.
Since the 1750A hardware does not allow spacecraft commands to be issued, the TAME!
architecture depends on the 1750A processor to transfer tlm commands to the OBC for
transmission. This requires the 1750A to ccm~lnunicate with the 013C via the existing
1 6K telemetry stream. The overall process consists of the 1 ‘750A generating the maneuver commands and formattin~, the cormnands to look like tclcrne.tly data. The OBC intercepts the 1750A telemetry and stores the commands for translJlission at a later time.
Since the executive performs critical low level functior-rs it is dcx+rablc to limit the
amount of changes to the executive cock. l’his means making mc)st of the code changes
to the Absolute Time Command P1 ocessc)r (Ag’CP) task. ‘~’hc changes to this task have
been designed tc) not interfere with norwial oper:iticms. ‘1’hc AI’(T processes stored commands based upon a 18-t>it time tag which is comparecl with the I;SW time. When the
time tag matches the FSW time, the command is sent,
The code changes for TAME involve three major functions. Intercept the 1750A telcmetr-y and store commands into proper mcnlor-y locations. Chcrlcsums will be usecl to assure
the data integrity during the clata transfer. ‘l’he second major function is to integrate the
maneuver store sequence from the 1750A into t }Ie nornlal storecl sequence of commancls.
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This process eliminates any illterference with normal operations performed by the stored
sequence. The third function involves managin~, corrlnluniciltions with the 1750A. l’his
is a accomplished via a prcdcfined protocol for 1750A te]en]ctry and OBC commands.
To ensure data quality and avoici confusicm the ORC sencls commands to the 1750A to
provide status and telemetry information.
1750A Computer
The Global Positioning System Demonstration Receiver (GPSI)R) on the TOPEX satellite is a sensor used in the JPI, GPS Navigation) Experimcn[. Jn addition to the custom
hardw,are needed to track GPS satellites, it includes a user programmable general purpose
computer. It is this computer that will be used to implement the TAME specific software.
Since this computer is based on (he Mll AH’]]- 1750A, the ‘1 ‘AME effort calls this subsystem the 1750A. Memory a[d throughput issues preclude the 1750A from using any of
the GPS tracking harclware.
The 1750A subsystem is composecl of fin interface to the satellite, a microprocessor, and
read-only- and random-access rncrnory (ROM a]ld RAM). This provides all the conlponents necessary to receive comnxmds, execute a user pro~ram, and send data to the
TOPEX 013C. It is this communication with the 013C, dcScIibcd above, that allows the
1750A to generate the maneuver informaticm and have the satellite perform it. There is no
direct 1750A communication with any satellite component other than the command and
telemetry systems. The OBC is able to send data to the 1750A and sample the telemetry
stream and therefore communicate with the 1750A.
The 1750A has stanclard

ROM and custom hardware. I’his leaves 60 Kw{)rds (120 Kbytcs) for memory-mapped
RAM.
ATTITUDE MA NEUVI!R 1’1 .ANIWR MODU1 JR
The maneuver planning mocttrlc processes requests for orbital change maneuvers and
generates spacecraft commands for nlancuver execution.. An orbital change maneuver
modifies the orbit characteristics for drag make-u]). Orbital change maneuvers are accomplished by pointing the spacecraft thruster in the direction of the requested impulse.
A maneuver consists of
(1) turns to accomplish the requested pointing
(2) an orbital change propulsive butn at constant attitude, and
(3) turns tore-acquire a nominal spacecraft attitude.
The maneuver planning mochrlc ensures that all s])acccraft pointing constraints are satisfied during the maneuver turns and burns. ~’he maneuver planning module a priori
computes a maneuver which
(1) acquires the requested attitude at the requested epoch
(2) satisfies all active pointing constraints
(3) includes the spacecraft dynamic behavior
(4) includes settling times
(5) includes turn rate limits
Maneuver Planning ‘lask
The maneuver planning task is to align a body-fixed vector ancl an inertially fixed vector,
Figure 5. This consists of rotating the spacecraft to an orientation sufficient to align the
two vectors, performing a thruster(s) bum, and rcjtating the. spacecraft to a new orientation. The basic maneuver compommt is a constan~ eigenaxis rotation with respect to an
inertial frame. A turn begins flom an initial stationary attitude, continues with spin-up to
a constant rotation rate about a single eigenaxis, and ends with spin-dc)wn to a ncw stationary attitude, Figure 6. Thus all spaccc]aft body-fixed vectors generate a cone trajectory about the eigenaxis, while inertial vectors re]nain statiorlary. l’he rnagnitudc of the
spin vector, fi, or turn rnfe is a function of the spacecraf[ corltrol]cr turn characteristic. A
typical turn rate curve characteristic, shown in Fi~urc 6, consists of a lamp during spinLlp, a constant turn rate durins coast, and a negative ~’amp during spin-down.
Maneuver Planning
The planning task of the maneuver planning module is tc) satisfy constraints. Most maneuvers are subject to constraints. Constraints arc mode]cd as pointing constraints associated with a pair of vectors: a body-fixed vector a~ld an incrtially-fixed or orbital ly-tlxed
vector (l~igur-e 7). A constraint is violated if the body-fixed vector is within a specified
angular distance, or half-cone angle, of the incrti:illy-fixed vcctol. Two constraints are
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illustrated in Figure 8; each constraint pair is indicated by an index. There is no theoretical limit on the maximum number, n, of constraints. Each co[]straint associates one vector pair; i.e., a constraint violation can occur only between vcctm of equal index.
The Maneuver Planner, Figure 9, consis(s of three main functions:
(1) initialization
(2) optimization.
(3) maneuver profile generation
The Path Initializer searches for a maneuver profile that satisfies all constraints listed in
the Constraint Table. The Path initializer outputs a qLlatcrllioll/tir]~eline set (maneuver
profile) representing a constraint-free nmneuvcr. Next, the %th optimizer adjusts the
maneuver profile to locally minimize the total maneuver time, };inal]y, the Maneuver
Commander converts the optimized lnancuver profile to time tagged quaternions to
command TOPEX controller.
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Constraints Table
All active constraints are stored on- boatd. An active cons[rairl[ is defined as a requirement for the next requeste(i maneuver. Constraints are stored in a specific form denoted
as the Constraint Table. The Constraint Table logically has a tow
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The algorithm attempts to ~d an intermediate a[[i~lde to avoid t}~e constraint by aligning
the inertially-fixed vector, lj, with tile test vector, ‘~j. ‘lihc following equations generate
the search basis with two parameters:

Next, the path from the intcr!nediate attitude to the maneuver attitude is computed and
checked for constraint violations. If constraint-f] CC, the maneuver profile is admissible,

Path Optimization
The Path Optimizer converges the maneuver profile to a local minimum. This strategy
allows the initialization to procccd without regard to optimality. I,et q denote a qLlaternion and T denote spacecraft time. The[l a typical maneuvcl ]Irofile is illustrated in
Figure 12. The function of the interlncdiate. attitudes, “A” and “}1”, is to avoid the constraints. These quaternions are computed ill the Path lnitializcl.
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I.ocal minima are defined with respect to a specific cost function. ‘l’he ‘1’AME cost function is computed as follows:

where

Ta=k (time imick constraint
j=l cone for j th constraint)
The term Ta is a penalty function that causes the cost function j to peak if the maneuver is
adjusted into a constraint and x is a sensitivity m~lltiplier. Thus the Path Optimizer
causes the trajectories to be as direct as possible until a constraint spherical circle is tangentially intersected by a body vector.
Six degrees of freedom exist to plan a maneuver: [he two intc] Illediate attitudes Cla and
qb. I et the independent coordinates of the quaterllions bc inclica[ed as:

qa=[xl>x~+]t;
qb “
4

x

+

=

[X4, ‘5,

‘6][;
1

t.

xl>
[ x?,> X3,X,4> X5> ‘6 >

where x is the maneuver profik. Then [}]c cost function arici its gradient with respect to
the maneuver profile are:
j=j~);

1

i)ji)jilji)j~djt
-.——.
Vj= — —
ax,’
ax2’&;’-z;’3@lx6
[
‘l’he gradient vector poil)ts in t}lc direction of ste(pest dcscellt to minimiz,c tile cost function ~ ). “1’he Path Optimizer converges the matwuvcr p]ofi]c (~) via the following dynamics:

j =j(~);

In Figure 13, the converge law integrator terminates at a. local lninima of the cost function.
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CONCI.USIONS
‘1’hc feasibility for autonomous propulsive maneuver planning sequence generation was
demonstrated in 19944. The 1995S effort F,cneralized the algorithms allowing arbitrary
1 ;u]cr turns in place of the sing]c axis turns and the code is bcins written to comply with
flight software code rcquircmcnts. The TOPI~X Autonomous h4aneuvcr Experiment
(rl’AMl i) applies these concep(s to a real operational llaclir pointed orbiter,
The cxpcrimcnt is scheduled for early calendar 199-/. Recently the ‘1’AMf3 tcatn cornplctcd the algorithm design review. Current schedu]c cal]s fol the imp]crnentation and
test to be complctcd by CIctobcr of 1996..
The challcnse of the 1’AMI! expcrinmnt will not bc limited to the maneuver planner algorithm. Real mission constraints and oversights would have to be considcrec] for their full
impact to ensure a safe experiment.
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